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STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

AUDIT & ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE MEETING

Minutes

FRIDAY, 27 JULY 2018
PRESENT: Councillor  T Hall (Vice-Chair)

Councillors D Grocott,  B Johnson and R Ward

APOLOGIES: Councillors J Davies, E Fallows, K Flunder, K J Jackson and 
C Pearce

10 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

There were no declarations made.

11 MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING

RESOLVED – That the Minutes of the meeting of the Audit and Accounts Committee 
held on 25 May 2018 be APPROVED as a correct record and signed 
by the Chair.

The remainder of the meeting was conducted in an order at variance with the 
published agenda so that the Financial Regulations were satisfied.

12 ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT

The Council was required under Regulation 6 (1) (a) of the Accounts and Audit 
Regulations 2015  to conduct a review each financial year of the effectiveness of its 
system of internal control and approve an Annual Governance Statement (AGS).

Andrew Stokes introduced the statement with 2 appendices:-

1. AGS Framework;
2. AGS 2017/18.

The 1 significant governance issue contained in the statement was summarised as 
follows:-
 

Governance Issue Action taken during
2017/18

Continuing Action

There is an imminent 
change in the 
operation model for the 
Council’s waste 
collection, street 
cleansing and grounds 
maintenance services.

 The new ‘teckal’ 
company established 
to deliver the 
services has been 
developed and the 
initial phase 
implemented. In April 
2018 Cabinet 

 The new company 
arrangements will 
continue to be 
developed and 
implemented with 
the Waste 
Collection and 
Fleet Management Page 3
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Governance Issue Action taken during
2017/18

Continuing Action

approved the phase 
2 transfer of services 
commencing in July 
2018.

tranche taking 
place in July 2018.

RESOLVED – That the Annual Governance Statement 2017/18 be APPROVED.

13 EXTERNAL AUDIT - AUDIT FINDINGS REPORT

Grant Patterson was able to present the Audit Findings Report for the year ending 
31 March 2018 and anticipated issuing an unqualified audit opinion for the Council’s 
Financial Statements and Value For Money conclusion. Grant passed on his thanks 
to all members of the SMDC Finance team for their co-operation in reaching this 
point.

Low level recommendations had been issued requesting that a written procedure be 
put in place for journal entries in order to rebut any future possibility of mis-
statement. It was also noted that, when the transfer of the payroll responsibilities 
from SMDC to Stoke on Trent City Council occurred, it would have been preferential 
to have a reconciliation done at that point.

The annual Management Representation Letter was to be signed following the 
members’ approval of the Statement of Accounts (see next item).

RESOLVED – That the Audit Findings Report for the year ending 31 March 2018 be 
NOTED. 

14 STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS

Claire Hazeldene presented the annual Statement of Accounts to members. The 
statement had been available for scrutiny for some weeks prior to the meeting and 
no queries had been raised during that time. A training session had taken place on 4 
July 2018 which included a session relating to the Statement of Accounts. This was 
delivered by Link Asset Solutions (the authority’s treasury management and financial 
technical support advisor).

Appended to the statement was the Chief Financial Officer review, which challenged 
some of the more material financial movements compared to previous years and 
requested further clarification on certain areas.

RESOLVED – That the Statement of Accounts 2017/18 be APPROVED.

At this point, the Statement of Accounts and Letter of Representation were signed by 
the Vice-Chair of the Committee – Councillor Tony Hall. Councillor Hall thanked all 
members of the Finance team for their efforts in satisfying the new – earlier – 
deadline  for the completion process (31 July 2018). 
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15 ANNUAL TREASURY MANAGEMENT REPORT

Produced in compliance with the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and 
Accountancy (CIPFA) Code of Practice on Treasury Management and generally 
accepted good practice, the report allowed robust scrutiny of the Council’s Treasury 
Management performance in 2017/18. The report rounded up all the quarterly 
reports which had been presented through the year. 

The report considered the following areas:-

 The Treasury Management Strategy adopted in 2017/18 and the economic 
environment during the year;

 The current treasury position, highlighting the Council’s borrowing and 
lending position at the year end;

 The Council’s capital expenditure, overall borrowing need and borrowing 
outturn during 2017/18;

 Performance measurements, which looked at the return achieved during 
the year by the Council on its overall investments;

 The Council’s investment portfolio, which set out how and where the 
Council had invested its money during the year;

 The interest yield for 2017/18; and
 Compliance with prudential indicators, showing the outturn against those 

Indicators formally adopted in the 2017/18 Treasury Management Strategy 
Statement.

At the outset, the Bank Base Rate was not expected to change, but in fact went up 
to 0.5% in November 2017, with a significant knock-on effect on the report. The main 
headlines included:-

 Capital expenditure in 2017/18 totalled £1.5 million. Capital expenditure 
was funded in a large part via capital grants and receipts, the remainder 
had created a borrowing requirement of £636,000;

 Total debt at 31st March 2018 amounted to £12.9 million, including loans 
from other Local Authorities and finance lease arrangements. There was 
an underspend of £52,000 against borrowing costs as the budget included 
an expectation that borrowing would be required to fund general fund 
capital activities – instead the requirement of £636,000 along with £2m of 
the Ascent Loan was funded through internal borrowing;

 The average daily investment during 2017/18 was £9.8 million invested 
with a total of 7 institutions, yielding £37,331 in investment income. There 
was a small shortfall against the investment income budget of £1,700 as 
rates fluctuated during the year surrounding the changes in the Bank of 
England base rate;

 £559,252 interest income was earned from the debenture and loan 
balances held with Ascent. The debenture interest was on target against 
the budget. There was a shortfall of £15,000 against the loan budget 
following the refinancing of Tranche 1 of the loan in October 2017 at a 
lower rate that the original average rate charged;

 
 The average return achieved by the Council on its investment portfolio for 

the year was 0.38% which compared favourably to short-term industry 
benchmarks;

Page 5
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 Year-end investments totalled £24.6 million (including £19 million held with 
Ascent), all internally managed by the Council’s Treasury Management 
Team;

 The outturn against treasury and prudential indicators as set within the 
Treasury Strategy 2017/18 was shown in Annex B.

RESOLVED – That the Annual Treasury Management Report 2017/18 be 
RECOMMENDED TO COUNCIL FOR APPROVAL.

16 TREASURY MANAGEMENT UPDATE

Emily Bennetts advised members on the Treasury Management position as at 30 
June 2018. The main headlines included:-

 The Bank of England base rate remained unchanged at 0.50%;
 The investment income budget of £73,590 was expected to be on target 

based on current levels, pending the outcome of future base rate rises;
 The Ascent debenture and loan income budgets were on target pending 

the outcome of the Ascent Business Plan review;
 The borrowing costs budget to support the existing Ascent loan balance 

and a potential general fund borrowing requirement was currently forecast 
to be to budget with the savings on internally borrowing for part of the 
Ascent Loan offsetting the estimated future borrowing costs on the 
increased general fund borrowing requirement in the revised capital 
programme;

 The average return on investments was 0.57% during the period 1st April 
to 30th June. This compared favourably to short-term industry 
benchmarks;

 The Council’s investment portfolio totalled £5.7million spread across four 
separate institutions as at 30th June 2018;

 The Council’s current level of debt was £12.9million (£12million external 
borrowing and £0.9million finance lease arrangements).

The previously-referred to increase in the Bank Base rate had resulted in a generally 
improving return on the Council’s investments. The imminent prospect of a further 
increase in the Bank Base Rate was likely to accelerate this process.

The Council had operated within the treasury management and prudential indicators 
set in its Treasury Management Strategy Statement 2018/19 and complied with the 
Council’s Treasury Management Practices.

RESOLVED – That the treasury management position as at 30 June 2018 be 
NOTED. 

Page 6
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17 INTERNAL AUDIT - PROGRESS REPORT

John Leak presented the report to members in accordance with the Public Sector 
Internal Audit Standards, giving the position as at 30 June 2018.

The report illustrated the normal overlap between financial years and showed that 9 
audit reports had been issued between 1 May 2018 and 30 June 2018, with 7 given 
‘Satisfactory’, 1 ‘Substantial’ and 1 ‘Limited’ assurance. 98% of 2017/18 audit 
recommendations that were due had been implemented. All recommendations had 
been agreed.

RESOLVED – That the periodic report be NOTED. 

18 INTERNAL AUDIT - ANNUAL REPORT

In accordance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards, John Leak reported 
his annual internal audit opinion.

The year end (2017/18) position was shown, including comparison with the previous 
year, as follows:-

Summary Year End Information for 2017/18 2016/17

Percentage of Audit Plan completed (performance 
against annual plan)

92% 90%

Number of recommendations made 258 240

Percentage of recommendations agreed with 
Service Managers

100% 100%

Percentage of recommendations due implemented 
within agreed timescale

98% 100%

Completion of 92% of the audit plan represented 3 planned audits that were not 
completed. These were rolled over and included in the 2018/19 audit plan.

RESOLVED – That the Audit Service’s 2017/18 year end performance and the 
opinion on the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s 
internal control environment be NOTED.

19 ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INTERNAL AUDIT

The review had been conducted under the requirements of the Accounts & Audit 
Regulations 2015. A further requirement under the Public Sector Internal Audit 
Standards was that an external assessment of Internal Audit (EQA) be conducted at 
least once every 5 years by a qualified, independent assessor or assessment team 
from outside the organisation. The EQA was completed during 2016/17 and reported 
to this committee in July 2017. As a result of this, the Action Plan was updated. The 
Action Plan was appended to the report.Page 7
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Also appended to the report was the Quality Assurance & Improvement Programme. 

RESOLVED – That the committee NOTED the annual review of the effectiveness of 
Internal Audit for 2017/18 including the Quality Assurance and 
Improvement Programme.

FURTHER RESOLVED – That the committee NOTED that Internal Audit was 
operating effectively and could be relied upon when considering the 
Annual Governance Statement for 2017/18.

20 ANNUAL REVIEW OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AUDIT & ACCOUNTS 
COMMITTEE INCLUDING TERMS OF REFERENCE

As a further requirement of the Accounts & Audit Regulations 2015, this review was 
presented to members by John Leak based on CIPFA guidance.

Appended to the report were the CIPFA Checklist for the Self-Assessment of Good 
Practice and the Assessment Tool for evaluating the effectiveness of the Audit & 
Accounts Committee.

Membership of the committee had recently been increased from 7 elected members 
to 9, though the Terms of Reference had not been amended to reflect this. Existing 
and amended Terms of Reference were appended to the report.

A recent training session had been held for committee members which had proved 
very beneficial, though it was noted that not all members had attended.  

RESOLVED – That the annual review of the effectiveness of the Audit & Accounts 
Committee and the amended Terms of Reference be APPROVED.

21 WORK PROGRAMME

The Committee considered the Work Programme for the 2018/19 Municipal Year. 
Grant Patterson requested that the External Audit Annual Audit Letter be brought 
forward to the October 2018 meeting.

RESOLVED – That, with the above amendment, the Work Programme for 2018/19 
be APPROVED. 
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ANY OTHER BUSINESS

1. A short consultation with Members and Auditors (Internal and External) but no 
other Officers had taken place prior to that start of the meeting for the first 
time.

2. Following the recent passing away of Mr. Barry Steans, Substitute 
Independent Person, who had served on the Committee for a number of 
years, it was agreed that a letter of condolence be sent to his widow in 
appreciation of his service to the Council.

 

The meeting closed at 11.15 am

_________________________________Chairman ____________________Date
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Executive Summary

Purpose

Our Annual Audit Letter (Letter) summarises the key findings arising from the work 

that we have carried out at Staffordshire Moorlands District Council (the Council) for 

the year ended 31 March 2018.  

This Letter is intended to provide a commentary on the results of our work to the 

Council and external stakeholders, and to highlight issues that we wish to draw to the 

attention of the public. In preparing this Letter, we have followed the National Audit 

Office (NAO)'s Code of Audit Practice and Auditor Guidance Note (AGN) 07 –

'Auditor Reporting'. We reported the detailed findings from our audit work to the 

Council's Audit & Accounts Committee as those charged with governance in our 

Audit Findings Report on 27 July 2018.

Respective responsibilities

We have carried out our audit in accordance with the NAO's Code of Audit Practice, which 

reflects the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 (the Act). Our key 

responsibilities are to:

• give an opinion on the Council financial statements (section two)

• assess the Council's arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its 

use of resources (the value for money conclusion) (section three).

In our audit of the Council financial statements, we comply with International Standards on 

Auditing (UK) (ISAs) and other guidance issued by the NAO.

Materiality We determined materiality for the audit of both the Council's single entity and group financial statements to be £0.662m, which is 2% of the 

Council's gross revenue expenditure and also 2% of the Group’s gross revenue expenditure. 

Financial Statements opinion We gave an unqualified opinion on the Council's financial statements on 27 July 2018.

Whole of Government Accounts (WGA) We completed work on the Council’s consolidation return following guidance issued by the NAO. 

Use of statutory powers We did not identify any matters which required us to exercise our additional statutory powers.

Value for Money arrangements We were satisfied that the Council put in place proper arrangements to ensure economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its use of 

resources. We reflected this in our audit report to the Council on 27 July 2018.

Certification of Grants We completed work on the Council’s 2016-17 Housing Benefit subsidy claim. 

We also carry out work to certify the Council's 2017-18 Housing Benefit subsidy claim on behalf of the Department for Work and Pensions. 

Our work on this claim is not yet complete and will be finalised by 30 November 2018. We will report the results of this work to the Audit & 

Regulatory Committee in our Annual Certification Letter.

Certificate We certify that we have completed the audit of the accounts of Staffordshire Moorlands District Council in accordance with the requirements 

of the Code of Audit Practice. 

Our workP
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Audit of the Accounts

Our audit approach

Working with the authority

We have delivered a number of successful outcomes working alongside you:

• An efficient audit – we delivered an efficient audit with you in June and July, 

delivering the accounts before the deadline, releasing your finance team for other 

work.

• Sharing our insight – we provided regular audit committee updates covering 

best practice. We also shared our thought leadership reports

• Understanding your operational health – through the value for money 

conclusion we provided you with assurance on your operational effectiveness. 

We would like to record our appreciation for the assistance and co-operation 

provided to us during our audit by the Council’s staff.

Materiality

In our audit of the Council’s financial statements, we use the concept of materiality to 

determine the nature, timing and extent of our work, and in evaluating the results of 

our work. We define materiality as the size of the misstatement in the financial 

statements that would lead a reasonably knowledgeable person to change or 

influence their economic decisions. 

We determined materiality for the audit of both the Council's single entity accounts 

and the group accounts to be £0.622m, which is 2% of the Council's gross revenue 

expenditure. We used this benchmark as, in our view, users of the Council's financial 

statements are most interested in where the Council has spent its revenue in the 

year. 

We set a lower threshold of £43,100, above which we reported errors to the Audit & 

Accounts Committee in our Audit Findings Report.

We also set a lower level of specific materiality (and appropriately adjusted reporting 

threshold) for senior officer remuneration disclosures due to their sensitive nature 

and public interest of £14,000. 

The scope of our audit

Our audit involves obtaining sufficient evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 

financial statements to give reasonable assurance that they are free from material 

misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error. This includes assessing whether:

• the accounting policies are appropriate, have been consistently applied and adequately 

disclosed; 

• the significant accounting estimates made by management are reasonable; and

• the overall presentation of the financial statements gives a true and fair view. 

Our audit approach was based on a thorough understanding of the group business and was 

risk based, and in particular included an evaluation of the components of the group based on a 

measure of materiality considering each as a percentage of total group assets and revenues to 

assess the significance of the component and to determine the planned audit response. From 

this evaluation we determined that a comprehensive audit response was required for 

Staffordshire Moorlands District Council component and a targeted approach was required for 

Ascent Housing LLP component. The same materiality was applied as the consolidation of the 

group had no impact upon the gross expenditure.

We also read the remainder of the Statement of Accounts and the narrative report including the 

annual governance statement published alongside the Statement of Accounts to check they are 

consistent with our understanding of the Council and with the financial statements included in 

the Statement of Accounts on which we gave our opinion.

We carry out our audit in accordance with ISAs (UK) and the NAO Code of Audit Practice. We 

believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a 

basis for our opinion.

Our audit approach is based on a thorough understanding of the Council's business and is risk 

based. 

We identified key risks and set out overleaf the work we performed in response to these risks 

and the results of this work.

P
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Audit of the Accounts

Significant Audit Risks
These are the significant risks which had the greatest impact on our overall strategy and where we focused more of our work. 

Risks identified in our audit plan How we responded to the risk Findings and conclusions

Improper revenue recognition

Under ISA (UK) 240 there is a rebuttable 

presumed risk that revenue may be misstated due 

to the improper recognition of revenue. We have 

rebutted this risk due to nature of the revenue 

streams within Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough 

Council.

Having considered the risk factors set out in ISA240 and the nature of the revenue 

streams at the Council, we determined that the risk of fraud arising from revenue 

recognition could be rebutted, because:

• there is little incentive to manipulate revenue recognition.

• opportunities to manipulate revenue recognition are very limited.

• the culture and ethical frameworks of local authorities, including Staffordshire 

Moorlands District Council, mean that all forms of fraud are seen as 

unacceptable.

As noted, we did not consider this to be a 

significant risk for Staffordshire Moorlands 

District Council. Whilst not a significant risk, 

as part of our audit work we did undertake 

work on material revenue items. Our work did 

not identify any matters that would indicate 

our rebuttal was incorrect.

Management override of controls

Under ISA (UK) 240 there is a non-rebuttable 

presumed risk that the risk of management over-

ride of controls is present in all entities. We 

identified management override of controls as a 

risk requiring special audit consideration.

As part of our audit work we:

• gained an understanding of the accounting estimates, judgements applied and 

decisions made by management and considered their reasonableness.

• reviewed the journal entry process and the control environment around journal 

entries.

• obtained a full listing of journal entries, identified and tested unusual journal 

entries for appropriateness.

• evaluated the rationale for any changes in accounting policies or significant 

unusual transactions.

Our audit work has not identified any 

evidence of management over-ride of 

controls.

We made one low level recommendation in 

respect of putting in place a written policy in 

respect to journal processing and 

authorisation which we will follow up upon in 

2018/19.

P
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Audit of the Accounts
Significant Audit Risks (Continued)
These are the significant risks which had the greatest impact on our overall strategy and where we focused more of our work. 

Risks identified in our audit plan How we responded to the risk Findings and conclusions

Valuation of property, plant and 

equipment

The Council revalues its land and 

buildings on a 5 year rolling basis to 

ensure that carrying value is not 

materially different from fair value. 

This represents a significant estimate 

by management in the financial 

statements.

We identified the valuation of land 

and buildings revaluations and 

impairments as a risk requiring 

special audit consideration.

We have undertaken the following work in relation to this risk:

• Reviewed management's processes and assumptions for the calculation of the 

estimate, the instructions issued to valuation experts and the scope of their work.

• Consideration of the competence, expertise and objectivity of any management 

experts used.

• Discussions with the valuer about the basis on which the valuation is carried out 

and challenge of the key assumptions.

• Review and challenge of the information used by the valuer to ensure it is robust 

and consistent with our understanding.

• Testing of revaluations made during the year to ensure they are input correctly into 

the Council's asset register.

• Evaluation of the assumptions made by management for those assets not 

revalued during the year and how management has satisfied themselves that 

these are not materially different to current value.

• Carried out procedures to ensure that the difference between fair value and 

carrying value of assets not valued in year are not materially different. 

From the audit procedures carried out we gained 

sufficient assurance to conclude that the valuation of 

property, plant and equipment was free from material 

misstatement.

Valuation of pension fund net 

liability

The Council's pension fund asset and 

liability as reflected in its balance 

sheet represents a significant 

estimate in the financial statements.

We identified the valuation of the 

pension fund net liability as a risk 

requiring special audit consideration.

We have undertaken the following work in relation to this risk:

• Identified the controls put in place by management to ensure that the pension fund 

liability is not materially misstated. We also assessed whether these controls were 

implemented as expected and whether they are sufficient to mitigate the risk of 

material misstatement.

• Evaluated the competence, expertise and objectivity of the actuary who carried out 

your pension fund valuation. We gained an understanding of the basis on which 

the valuation was carried out.

• Undertook procedures to confirm the reasonableness of the actuarial assumptions 

made.

• Tested accuracy of data provided to the actuary.

• Checked the consistency of the pension fund asset and liability and disclosures in 

notes to the financial statements with the actuarial report from your actuary.

From the audit procedures carried out we have 

gained sufficient assurance to conclude that the 

valuation of the pension fund net liability is free from 

material misstatement.

P
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Audit of the Accounts
Audit opinion
We gave an unqualified opinion on the Council's financial statements on 27 July 2018, in 

advance of the national deadline.

Preparation of the accounts

The Council presented us with draft accounts in accordance with the national deadline, 

and provided a good set of working papers to support them. The finance team responded 

promptly and efficiently to our queries during the course of the audit.

Issues arising from the audit of the accounts

We reported the key issues from our audit to the Council's Audit & Accounts Committee 

on 27 July 2018. 

In addition to the significant risks identified on pages 5 and 6 one other matter we 

discussed with management during 2017.18 was that the Council migrated payroll 

information to a new IT system. We did not identify any material errors but it was noted 

there were some issues in migration of data causing some errors in calculations. We 

therefore made a low level recommendation that when transferring data to new IT 

systems the Council should carry out data migration testing to ensure such information 

has transferred over to the new system correctly and is complete which we will follow up 

in 2018/19.

Annual Governance Statement and Narrative Report

We are required to review the Council’s Annual Governance Statement and Narrative 

Report. It published them on its website in the Statement of Accounts in line with the 

national deadlines. 

Both documents were prepared in line with the CIPFA Code and relevant supporting 

guidance. We confirmed that both documents were consistent with  the financial 

statements prepared by the Council and with our knowledge of the Council.

Whole of Government Accounts (WGA)

We carried out work on the Council’s Data Collection Tool in line with instructions 

provided by the NAO. We issued an assurance statement which confirmed the Council 

was below the audit threshold for undertaking detailed testing.

Other statutory powers
We also have additional powers and duties under the Act, including powers to issue a 

public interest report, make written recommendations, apply to the Court for a declaration 

that an item of account is contrary to law, and to give electors the opportunity to raise 

questions about the Council's accounts and to raise objections received in relation to the 

accounts. 

We have not had to exercise any of powers in respect of the 2017-18 financial statements. 

Certificate of closure of the audit
We are also required to certify that we have completed the audit of the accounts of 

Staffordshire Moorlands District Council in accordance with the requirements of the Code of 

Audit Practice. We issued our certificate on 27 July 2018. 

Certification of grants 
Since our last Annual Audit letter we have certified the Council’s 2016-17 Housing Benefit 

subsidy claim and 2016-17.

We also carry out work to certify the Council's 2017-18 Housing Benefit subsidy claim on 

behalf of the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP). Our work on this claim is not yet 

complete and will be finalised by 30 November 2018. We will report the results of this work 

to the Audit & Accounts Committee in our Annual Certification Letter.

2016-17 Housing benefit subsidy claim

We certified the Council’s Housing Benefit subsidy claim for the financial year 2016-17 

relating to subsidy claimed of £15.74 million. We reported the detailed findings from our 

audit work to the Council in our Certification Letter dated 10 January 2018.

This was not subject to a qualification letter and there were no amendments to the claim. 

We reported our findings to the DWP in our Auditor’s Certificate in line with the 30 

November deadline.

P
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Value for Money

Risk assessment 

Our first step in carrying out our work was to perform a risk assessment and identify 
the key risks where we concentrated our work. Our initial risk assessment did not 
identify any significant risks in respect of specific areas of proper arrangements using 
the NAO’s guidance.

We to review relevant documents and held on-going discussions with management up 
to the date of giving our report, and did not identify any new significant risks where we 
needed to perform further work.

In summary, for 2017/18 the Council set an original net Revenue budget of £10.2m, 
financed from £9.7m of in year revenue leaving funding of £0.5m from general 
reserves. The actual performance resulted in £1.4m operating surplus and therefore 
reserves £0.5m were not required to be drawn from.

This was the first year of the Council's 4 year Efficiency and Rationalisation 
programme which targets to save £3.1m by 31/3/2021 to offset the 4 year shortfall in 
the medium term financial plan. The in year efficiency target of £0.66m  has been 
achieved following the implementation of various measures by the council.

Significant difficulties in undertaking our work
We did not identify any significant difficulties in undertaking our work on your 

arrangements which we wish to draw to your attention..

Significant matters discussed with management
There were no matters where no other evidence was available or matters of such 

significance to our conclusion or that we required written representation from 

management or those charged with governance. 

Overall conclusion

On the basis of our work, having regard to the guidance on the 

specified criterion issued by the Comptroller and Auditor General in 

November 2017, we are satisfied that the Council put in place proper 

arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness in its 

use of resources for the year ended 31 March 2018.

Background to our VFM approach

We carried out our review in accordance with the NAO Code of Audit Practice, following

the guidance issued by the NAO in November 2017 which specified the criterion for

auditors to evaluate:

“In all significant respects, the audited body takes properly informed decisions and deploys

resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people.”

This is supported by three sub-criteria, as set out below:

Informed 

decision 

making

Value for 

Money 

arrangements 

criteria
Sustainable 

resource 

deployment

Working 

with partners 

& other third 

parties

Value for Money conclusion
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A. Reports issued and fees

We confirm below our final reports issued and fees charged for the audit.

Fees

Planned

£

Actual fees 

£

2016/17 fees

£

Statutory Council audit 44,994 44,994 44,994 

Housing Benefit Grant Certification 7,288 TBC 10,815

Total fees 52,282 TBC 55,809

The planned fees for the year were in line with the scale fee set by Public Sector Audit 

Appointments Ltd (PSAA) 

Reports issued

Report Date issued

Audit Plan 9 February 2018

Audit Findings Report 20 July 2018

Annual Audit Letter August 2018

Non- audit services

• For the purposes of our audit we have made enquiries of all Grant Thornton 

UK LLP teams providing services to the Council. The table above 

summarises all non-audit services which were identified.

• We have considered whether non-audit services might be perceived as a 

threat to our independence as the Council’s auditor and have ensured that 

appropriate safeguards are put in place. 

The above non-audit services are consistent with the Council’s policy on the 

allotment of non-audit work to your auditor.

Fees for non-audit services

Service Fees £

Non-Audit related services

CFO Insights (subscription)

PLACE Analytics (subscription)

£5,625

£5,625

Total fees £11,250
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Local government finances are at a tipping point. 

Councils are tackling a continuing drive to 

achieve greater efficiency in the delivery of 

public services, whilst facing the challenges to 

address rising demand, ongoing budget 

pressures and social inequality.

Our sector update provides you with an up to date summary of 

emerging national issues and developments to support you. We 

cover areas which may have an impact on your organisation, the 

wider NHS and the public sector as a whole. Links are provided to 

the detailed report/briefing to allow you to delve further and find 

out more. 

Our public sector team at Grant Thornton also undertake research 

on service and technical issues. We will bring you the latest 

research publications in this update. We also include areas of 

potential interest to start conversations within the organisation and 

with audit committee members, as well as any accounting and 

regulatory updates. 

Sector Update

2

More information can be found on our dedicated public sector and local 

government sections on the Grant Thornton website

• Grant Thornton Publications

• Insights from local  government sector 

specialists

• Reports of interest

• Accounting and regulatory updates
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CIPFA consultation – Financial Resilience Index

The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy 

(CIPFA) has consulted on its plans to provide an authoritative 

measure of local authority financial resilience via a new 

index. The index, based on publically available information, 

will provide an assessment of the relative financial health of 

each English council.

CIPFA has designed the index to provide reassurance to councils who are financially stable 

and prompt challenge where it may be needed. To understand the sector’s views, CIPFA 

invited all interested parties to respond to questions it has put forward in the consultation by 

the 24 August.

The decision to develop an index is driven by CIPFA’s desire to support the local 

government sector as it faces a continued financial challenge. The index will not be a 

predictive model but a diagnostic tool – designed to identify those councils displaying 

consistent and comparable features that will highlight good practice, but crucially, also point 

to areas which are associated with financial failure. The information for each council will 

show their relative position to other councils of the same type. Use of the index will support 

councils in identifying areas of weakness and enable them to take action to reduce the risk of 

financial failure. The index will also provide a transparent and independent analysis based 

on a sound evidence base.

The proposed approach draws on CIPFA’s evidence of the factors associated with financial 

stress, including: 

• running down reserves 

• failure to plan and deliver savings in service provision 

• shortening medium-term financial planning horizons. 

• gaps in saving plans 

• departments having unplanned overspends and/or undelivered savings. 

Conversations with senior practitioners and sector experts have elicited a number of 

additional potential factors, including: 

• the dependency on external central financing 

• the proportion of non-discretionary spending – e.g. social care and capital financing - as a 

proportion of total expenditure 

• an adverse (inadequate) judgement by Ofsted on Children’s services 

• changes in accounting policies (including a change by the council of their minimum 

revenue provision) 

• poor returns on investments 

• low level of confidence in financial management. 

The consultation document proposes scoring six key indicators:

1. The level of total reserves excluding schools and public health as a proportion of net 

revenue expenditure. 

2. The percentage change in reserves, excluding schools and public health, over the past 

three years. 

3. The ratio of government grants to net revenue expenditure. 

4. Proportion of net revenue expenditure accounted for by children’s social care, adult 

social care and debt interest payments. 

5. Ofsted overall rating for children’s social care. 

6. Auditor’s VFM judgement. 

3

CIPFA Consultation

Challenge question: 

Has your Chief Finance Officer briefed members on the 

Council’s response to the Financial Resilience Index 

consultation?                                                  
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MHCLG – Social Housing Green Paper

The Green Paper presents the opportunity to look afresh at the regulatory framework (which 

was last reviewed nearly eight years ago). Alongside this, MHCLG have published a Call for 

Evidence which seeks views on how the current regulatory framework is operating and will 

inform what regulatory changes are required to deliver regulation that is fit for purpose.

The Green Paper acknowledges that to deliver the social homes required, local authorities 

will need support to build by:

• allowing them to borrow

• exploring new flexibilities over how to spend Right to Buy receipts

• not requiring them to make a payment in respect of their vacant higher value council 

homes

As a result of concerns raised by residents, MHCLG has decided not to implement at this 

time the provisions in the Housing and Planning Act to make fixed term tenancies mandatory 

for local authority tenants.

The Green Paper is available on the MHCLG’s website at: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/a-new-deal-for-social-housing

4

The Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government 

(MHCLG) published the Social Housing Green Paper, which 

seeks views on government’s new vision for social housing 

providing safe, secure homes that help people get on with 

their lives. 

With 4 million households living in social housing and projections for this to rise annually, it is 

crucial that MHCLG tackle the issues facing both residents and landlords in social housing.

The Green Paper aims to rebalance the relationship between residents and landlords, tackle 

stigma and ensure that social housing can be both a stable base that supports people when 

they need it and also support social mobility. The paper proposes fundamental reform to 

ensure social homes provide an essential, safe, well managed service for all those who need 

it.

To shape this Green Paper, residents across the country were asked for their views on 

social housing. Almost 1,000 tenants shared their views with ministers at 14 events across 

the country, and over 7,000 people contributed their opinions, issues and concerns online; 

sharing their thoughts and ideas about social housing,

The Green Paper outlines five principles which will underpin a new, fairer deal for social 

housing residents:

• Tackling stigma and celebrating thriving communities

• Expanding supply and supporting home ownership

• Effective resolution of complaints

• Empowering residents and strengthening the regulator

• Ensuring homes are safe and decent

Consultation on the Green Paper is now underway, which seeks to provide everyone with an 

opportunity to submit views on proposals for the future of social housing and will run until 6 

November 2018.

Social Housing Green Paper 

Consultation

Challenge question: 

What does the Social Housing Green Paper mean for your 

local authority?
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MHCLG – Business rate pilots

The Secretary of State has invited more councils to apply for 

powers to retain the growth in their business rates under the 

new pilots. The pilots will see councils rewarded for 

supporting local firms and local jobs and ensure they benefit 

directly from the proceeds of economic growth.

From April 2019, selected pilot areas will be able to retain 75% of the growth in 

income raised through business rates, incentivising councils to encourage growth in 

business and on the high street in their areas. This will allow money to stay in 

communities and be spent on local priorities - including more funding to support 

frontline services.

This follows the success of previous waves of business rates retention pilots, 

launched in a wide range of areas across country in 2017 and 2018.

The current 50% business rates retention scheme is yielding strong results and in 

2018 to 2019 it is estimated that local authorities will keep around £2.4 billion in 

business rates growth.

Findings from the new round of pilots will help the government understand how local 

authorities can smoothly transition into the proposed system in 2020.

Proposals will need to show how local authorities would ‘pool’ their business rates 

and work collaboratively to promote financial sustainability, growth or a combination 

of these.

Alongside the pilots, the government will continue to work with local authorities, the 

Local Government Association, and others on reform options that give local 

authorities more control over the money they raise and are sustainable in the long 

term.

5

The invitation is addressed to all authorities in England, excluding those with 

ongoing business rates retention pilots in devolution areas and London. Due to 

affordability constraints, it may be necessary to assess applications against 

selection criteria, which will include:

• Proposed pooling arrangements operate across a functional economic area

• Proposal demonstrates how pooled income from growth will be used across the 

pilot area to either boost further growth, promote financial sustainability or a 

combination of these

• Proposal sets out robust governance arrangements for strategic decision-making 

around management of risk and reward and outlines how these support the 

participating authorities’ proposed pooling arrangements

Any proposals will need to show that all participating authorities have agreed to 

become part of the suggested pool and share additional growth as outlined in the 

bid. The Section 151 officer of each authority will need to sign off the proposal 

before submission.

Proposal for new pilots must be received the MHCLG by midnight on Tuesday 25th

September 2018.

Business Rates pilots 2019/20

Challenge question: 

Has your authority considered applying to be a Business 

Rates pilot?
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Institute of Fiscal Studies: Impact of ‘Fair 
Funding Review’

The IFS has published a paper that focuses on the issues 

arising in assessing the spending needs of different councils. 

The government’s ‘Fair Funding Review’ is aimed at 

designing a new system for allocating funding between 

councils. It will update and improve methods for estimating 

councils’ differing abilities to raise revenues and their differing 

spending needs. The government is looking for the new 

system to be simple and transparent, but at the same time 

robust and evidence based.

Accounting for councils’ spending needs

The IFS note that the Review is seeking a less subjective and more transparent 

approach which is focused on the relationship between spending and needs 

indicators. However, like any funding system, there will be limitations, for example, 

any attempt to assess needs will be affected by the MHCLG’s funding policies 

adopted in the year of data used to estimate the spending needs formula.  A key 

consideration will be the inherently subjective nature of ‘spending needs’ and ‘needs 

indicators’, and how this will be dealt with under any new funding approach. Whilst 

no assessment of spending needs can be truly objective, the IFS state it can and 

should be evidence based.

The IFS also note that transparency will be critical, particularly in relation to the 

impact that different choices will have for different councils, such as the year of data 

used and the needs indicators selected. These differentiating factors and their 

consequences will need to be understood and debated.

6

Accounting for councils’ revenues 

The biggest source of locally-raised revenue for councils is and will continue to be 

council tax. However, there is significant variation between councils in the amount 

of council tax raised per person. The IFS identify that a key decision for the Fair 

Funding Review is the extent wo which tax bases or actual revenues should be 

used for determining funding levels going forward.

Councils also raise significant sums of money from levying fees and charges, 

although this varies dramatically across the country. The IFS note that it is difficult 

to take account of these differences in a new funding system as there is no well-

defined measure of revenue raising capacity from sales, fees and charges, unlike 

council tax where the tax base can be used.

The overall system: redistribution, incentives 

and transparency

The IFS also identify that an important policy 

decision for the new system is the extent to which it 

prioritises redistribution between councils, compared 

to financial incentives for councils to improve their 

own socio-economic lot. A system that fully and 

immediately equalises for differences in assessed 

spending needs and revenue-raising capacity will 

help ensure different councils can provide similar 

standards of public services, However, it would 

provide little financial incentive for councils to tackle 

the drivers of spending needs and boost local 

economics and tax bases. 

Further detail on the impact of the fair funding review 

can be found in the full report 

https://www.ifs.org.uk/uploads/publications/comms/R

148.pdf.
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National Audit Office – The health and social care 
interface

The NAO has published its latest ‘think piece on the barriers 

that prevent health and social care services working together 

effectively, examples of joint working in a ‘whole system’ 

sense and the move towards services centred on the needs 

of the individual. The report aims to inform the ongoing 

debate about the future of health and social care in England. 

It anticipates the upcoming green paper on the future funding 

of adult social care, and the planned 2019 Spending Review, 

which will set out the funding needs of both local government 

and the NHS. 

The report discusses 16 challenges to improved joint working. It also highlights some of the 

work being carried out nationally and locally to overcome these challenges and the progress 

that has been made. The NAO draw out the risks presented by inherent differences between 

the health and social care systems and how national and local bodies are managing these.

Financial challenges – include financial pressures, future funding uncertainties, focus on 

short-term funding issues in the acute sector, the accountability of individual organisations to 

balance the books, and differing eligibility criteria for access to health and social care 

services.  

Culture and structure – include organisational boundaries impacting on service 

management and regulation, poor understanding between the NHS and local government of 

their respective decision-making frameworks, complex governance arrangements hindering 

decision-making, problems with local leadership holding back improvements or de-stabilising 

joint working, a lack of co-terminus geographic areas over which health and local 

government services are planned and delivered, problems with sharing data across health 

and social care, and difficulties developing. person-centred care.

Strategic issues – include differences in national influence and status contributing to social 

care not being as well represented as the NHS, strategic misalignment of organisations 

across local systems inhibiting joint local planning, and central government’s unrealistic 

expectations of the pace at which the required change in working practices can progress..

This ‘think piece’ draws on the NAO’s past work and draws on recent research and reviews 

by other organisations, most notably the Care Quality Commission’s review of health and 

social care systems in 20 local authority areas, which it carried out between August 2017 

and May 2018. The NAO note  that there is a lot of good work being done nationally and 

locally to overcome the barriers to joint working, but often this is not happening at the scale 

and pace needed.

The report is available to download from the NAO’s website at: 

https://www.nao.org.uk/report/the-health-and-social-care-interface/

7

The health and social care interface

Challenge question: 

Has the Audit Committee considered the 16 challenges 

to joint working and what can be done to mitigate these?                                                  
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Care Homes for the Elderly – Where are we now?

It is a pivotal moment for the UK care homes market. In the 

next few months the government is to reveal the contents of 

its much-vaunted plans for the long-term funding of care for 

older people. 

Our latest Grant Thornton report draws together the most recent and relevant research, 

including our own sizeable market knowledge and expertise, to determine where the sector 

is now and understand where it is heading in the future. We have spoken to investors, 

providers and market consultants to showcase the diversity and innovation that care homes 

can offer.

Flourishing communities are not a ‘nice to have’ but an essential part of our purpose of 

shaping a vibrant economy. Growth simply cannot happen sustainably if business is 

disconnected from society. That is why social care needs a positive growth framing. Far 

from being a burden, the sector employs more people than the NHS, is a crucible for 

technological innovation, and is a vital connector in community life. We need to think about 

social care as an asset and invest and nurture it accordingly. 

There are opportunities to further invest to create innovative solutions that deliver improved 

tailored care packages to meet the needs of our ageing population. 

The report considers a number of aspects in the social care agenda

• market structure, sustainability, quality and evolution

• future funding changes and the political agenda

• the investment, capital and financing landscape

• new funds and methods of finance

• future outlook.

The decline in the number of public-sector focused care home beds is a trend that looks 

set to continue in the medium-term. However, it cannot continue indefinitely as Grant 

Thornton's research points to a significant rise in demand for elderly care beds over the 

coming decade and beyond.

A strategic approach will also be needed to recruit and retain the large number of workers 

needed to care for the ageing population in the future. Efforts have already begun through 

education programmes such as Skills for Care’s 'Care Ambassadors' to promote social 

care as an attractive profession. But with the number of nurses falling across the NHS as 

well, the Government will need to address the current crisis.

But the most important conversation that needs to be had is with the public around what 

kind of care services they would like to have and, crucially, how much they would be 

prepared to pay for them. Most solutions for sustainable funding for social care point 

towards increased taxation, which will generate significant political and public debate. With 

Brexit dominating the political agenda, and the government holding a precarious position in 

Parliament, shorter-term funding interventions by government over the medium-term look 

more likely than a root-and-branch reform of the current system. The sector, however, 

needs to know what choices politicians, and society as a whole, are prepared to make in 

order to plan for the future. 

Copies of our report can be requested on our website

8

Grant Thornton

Challenge question: 

How effective is the Council’s engagement with the social care 

sector?
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The Vibrant Economy Index
a new way to measure success

Places are complex and have an intrinsic impact on the people and businesses within them. 

Economic growth doesn’t influence all of the elements that are important to people’s lives –

so we shouldn’t use GDP to measure success. We set out to create another measure for 

understanding what makes a place successful. 

In total, we look at 324 English local authority areas, taking into account not only economic 

prosperity but health and happiness, inclusion and equality, environmental resilience, 

community and dynamism and opportunity. Highlights of the index include:

• Traditional measures of success – gross value added (GVA), average workplace earning 

and employment do not correlate in any significant way with the other baskets. This is 

particularly apparent in cities, which despite significant economic strengths are often 

characterised by substantial deprivation and low aspiration, high numbers of long-term 

unemployment and high numbers of benefit claimants

• The importance of the relationships between different places and the subsequent role of 

infrastructure in connecting places and facilitating choice. The reality is that patterns of 

travel for work, study and leisure don’t reflect administrative boundaries. Patterns emerge 

where prosperous and dynamic areas are surrounded by more inclusive and healthy and 

happy places, as people choose where they live and travel to work in prosperous areas.

• The challenges facing leaders across the public, private and third sector in how to 

support those places that perform less well. No one organisation can address this on 

their own. Collaboration is key.

Visit our website (www.grantthornton.co.uk) to explore the interactive map, read case studies 

and opinion pieces, and download our report Vibrant Economy Index: Building a better 

economy.

Vibrant Economy app

To support local collaboration, we have also developed a Vibrant Economy app. It's been 

designed to help broaden understanding of the elements of a vibrant economy and 

encourage the sharing of new ideas for – and existing stories of – local vibrancy. 

We’ve developed the app to help people and organisations:

• see how their place performs against the index and the views of others through an 

interactive quiz

• post ideas and share examples of local activities that make places more vibrant

• access insights from Grant Thornton on a vibrant economy.

We're inviting councils to share it with their employees and the wider community to 

download. We can provide supporting collateral for internal communications on launch and 

anonymised reporting of your employees' views to contribute to your thinking and response.

9

To download the app visit your app store and search 'Vibrant Economy‘

• Fill in your details to sign up, and wait for the verification email (check 

your spam folder if you don't see it)

• Explore the app and take the quiz

• Go to the Vibrant Ideas section to share your picture and story or idea

Our Vibrant Economy Index uses data to provide a robust, independent framework to help everyone understand the 

challenges and opportunities in their local areas. We want to start a debate about what type of economy we want to build 

in the UK and spark collaboration between citizens, businesses and place-shapers to make their places thrive.
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Grant Thornton website links

https://www.grantthornton.co.uk/

http://www.grantthornton.co.uk/industries/publicsector

https://www.grantthornton.co.uk/en/insights/care-homes-where-are-we-now/

National Audit Office link 

https://www.nao.org.uk/report/the-health-and-social-care-interface/

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government links

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/social-housing-green-paper-a-new-deal-for-social-housing

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728722/BRR_Pilots_19-20_Prospectus.pdf

Institute for Fiscal Studies

https://www.ifs.org.uk/uploads/publications/comms/R148.pdf
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Links
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STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report to Audit & Accounts Committee

26 October 2018

TITLE: 2018/19 Internal Audit Periodic Report April 
to September 2018 

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: Councillor Sybil Ralphs - Council Leader 
SMDC

CONTACT OFFICER: John Leak - Internal Audit Manager

WARDS INVOLVED: Non-Specific 

Appendices Attached – Appendix 1 Audit Reports Issued Between 1st April and 
30th September 2018
Appendix 2 Internal Audit 2018/19 Progress Information 
as at 30th September 2018
Appendix 3 2017/18 Audit Recommendations 
Implementation

1. Reason for the Report

1.1 The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 requires the Council to “undertake 
an effective internal audit to evaluate the effectiveness of its risk management, 
control and governance processes, taking into account public sector internal 
auditing standards or guidance”. In accordance with the Public Sector Internal 
Audit Standards, the Audit Manager must report periodically to the Audit 
Committee on the internal audit activity’s performance relative to its plan.

2. Recommendation

2.1 That the committee note the progress information contained within this report.

3. Executive Summary

3.1 The purpose of this report is to summarise current year performance 
information for the Council’s Internal Audit service for the 2018/19 financial 
year. This includes a breakdown of audits in progress and completed to date, 
the number and classification of recommendations made, agreed and where 
applicable, implemented by management.
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3.2 All audit recommendations have been agreed, and to date 100% of 2018/19 
audit recommendations that are due have been implemented. Where 
deficiencies in internal control have been identified and not corrected, Internal 
Audit are satisfied that they will be resolved in an appropriate manner and they 
will continue to monitor such cases. It should be noted that it is the 
responsibility of relevant Managers to implement agreed recommendations.

4.        How this report links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1 The assurance provided by the work of Internal Audit informs the Annual 
Governance Statement and therefore helps to confirm effective use of financial 
and other resources to ensure value for money.

5. Alternative Options

5.1 There are no options to consider.

ANDREW P STOKES
Executive Director (Transformation) and Chief Finance Officer

Web Links and
Background Papers

Location Contact details

None N/A John Leak
Audit Manager
john.leak@staffsmoorla
nds.gov.uk
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6. Detail

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 The purpose of this report is to summarise current year performance 
information for the Council’s Internal Audit service for the 2018/19 financial 
year. This includes a breakdown of audits in progress and completed to date, 
the number and classification of recommendations made, agreed and where 
applicable, implemented by management.

6.1.2 The work of the internal audit service is primarily based upon an annual risk 
assessed audit plan, which for the financial year 2018/19 was agreed by this 
Committee at the 25th May 2018 meeting. The Internal Audit service also carry 
out work outside of the audit plan for which a contingency is usually built in. 
This unplanned work consists mainly of internal control consultancy work and 
special investigations into suspected fraud and irregularity.

6.2 Audits Reports Issued & Status of Agreed Recommendations

6.2.1 A summary of the Audit Reports issued during the period 1st April to 30th 
September 2018 is shown in the table below. Further details of these audits 
outlining key issues and strengths and improvements are shown in Appendix 
1.

RecommendationsService Audit
High 
Risk

Medium 
Risk

Low 
Risk

Assurance

Environmental 
Services

Pest Control & 
Animal Welfare

0 1 7 Satisfactory

Finance & 
Procurement

VAT 0 1 7 Satisfactory

Assets Commercial 
Properties

0 1 10 Satisfactory

Organisational 
Development & 
Transformation

Media & 
Communications

0 1 7 Satisfactory

Organisational 
Development & 
Transformation

Transparency 
Code 2015

0 0 2 Satisfactory

Operational 
Services

Leisure Contract 
Management

0 2 6 Satisfactory

6.2.2 A further breakdown of all of the audits in progress and completed during the 
current financial year including the current status of audit recommendations is 
detailed in Appendix 2.  All audit recommendations have been agreed, and to 
date 100% of 2018/19 audit recommendations that are due have been 
implemented. Where deficiencies in internal control have been identified and 
not corrected, Internal Audit are satisfied that they will be resolved in an 
appropriate manner and they will continue to monitor such cases. It should be 
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noted that it is the responsibility of relevant Managers to implement agreed 
recommendations.

6.2.3 Members will note that in addition to every individual audit recommendation 
being allocated a risk, every audit completed has been given an ‘assurance 
opinion’ based upon Internal Audit’s assessment of the internal control 
environment. These assurance opinions inform the annual audit opinion on the 
overall adequacy and effectiveness of the Council’s internal control 
environment. The control levels are defined as follows:

Control Level Definition
Substantial There is a robust framework of controls designed to achieve 

the objectives and controls are consistently applied.
Satisfactory There is a sufficient framework of controls which for the most 

part, are consistently applied.  However, weakness in the 
design or inconsistent application of controls within a few 
areas put achievement of particular objectives at risk.

Limited Weaknesses in the system or the level of non compliance 
with controls in a number of areas are such to put the 
system objectives at risk.

Unsatisfactory There is a significant breakdown in the framework of 
controls, which leaves the system open to significant abuse 
or error.

6.2.4 Appendix 3 is a summary of recommendations made in the previous financial 
year 2017/18 implemented to date. This information will keep Members 
informed of progress made to ensure that all previous year audit 
recommendations are implemented. Due dates for implementation of some 
previous year recommendations will fall into 2018/19 and beyond depending 
on when the audit was carried out so this appendix will show when those 
recommendations become due for implementation. In due course, all 
recommendations will fall due and it will be possible to clearly identify which 
recommendations have not been implemented.

6.2.5 To date 100% of 2017/18 audit recommendations that are due have been 
implemented. Where deficiencies in internal control have been identified and 
not corrected, Internal Audit are satisfied that they will be resolved in an 
appropriate manner and they will continue to monitor such cases.  It should be 
noted that it is the responsibility of relevant Managers to implement agreed 
recommendations.

6.3 Audits In Progress

6.3.1 The status of audits that are currently in progress is shown in the table below.

Service Audit Status
Environmental 
Services

Housing Agency Audit complete. Quality control stage.

Visitor Services Markets Audit complete. Quality control stage.
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Service Audit Status
Democratic & 
Community 
Services

Community 
Safety

Audit in Progress.

Customer Services On-line Payment 
& Misc Income

Audit in Progress.

Legal & Election 
Services

Electoral 
Registration

Audit in Progress.

Development 
Services

Building Control Audit in Progress.

Democratic & 
Community 
Services

Ethical & 
Corporate 
Governance

Audit in Progress.

Democratic & 
Community 
Services

Enforcement Audit in Progress.

6.4 Progress against Audit Plan

6.4.1 The current year to date has seen steady progress against planned audits and 
all of the audits in progress or nearing completion as detailed in 6.3 above will 
be completed soon. It is anticipated at this stage that a satisfactory year end 
position will be achieved.

6.4.2 Current key progress information is summarised in the following table, 
excluding unplanned work unless otherwise stated:

Summary Progress Information to 30th September 2018
Percentage of Audit Plan completed / substantially completed 24%
Percentage of Audit Plan In Progress 16%
Number of recommendations made (including unplanned work) 45
Percentage of recommendations agreed with Service Managers 
(including unplanned work)

100%

Percentage of recommendations implemented within agreed 
timescale (including unplanned work)

100%

6.4.3 Should recommendations have not been agreed, compensating controls exist 
or service managers have accepted the risk / inefficiency of the current system 
for the benefit of service delivery.
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APPENDIX 1

AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED BETWEEN 1st APRIL 2018 &
30th SEPTEMBER 2018

Pest Control & Animal Welfare
Assurance Level

Assurance: SATISFACTORY
It is our opinion that controls currently in place within the system provide satisfactory assurance 
that risks material to the achievement of the systems objectives outlined in the Scope and 
Objectives section of this report are adequately managed.

Key Findings

Key Issues Strengths and Improvements
 Pest control contracts should be clearly 

documented with full payment received 
prior to the commencement date in 
accordance with Financial Regulation 
D2.20. An up to date record should be 
available for all contracts containing all 
relevant details to enable adequate 
monitoring.

 The Operations Manager (Environmental 
Services) is the Chair of the Staffordshire 
Pest Control and Animal Welfare Group.  
All Local Authorities in Staffordshire meet 
quarterly to discuss and benchmark 
against each other, ensuring that all 
parties are providing a consistent service. 
Any pricing/legislations changes etc. are 
then rolled out across the High Peak also 
to ensure consistency within the Alliance.  

Summary of Recommendations

An analysis of the recommendations categorised by risk and classification (regulatory or added 
value) is shown below: 

High Medium LowDescription
R A R A R A

Security/Storage/Stock 2
Pest Control Record Keeping 1
Commercial Pest Control Contracts 1
Stray Dogs 3
Staff Training 1
Total 1 7
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APPENDIX 1

VAT

Assurance Level

Assurance: SATISFACTORY
It is our opinion that controls currently in place within the system provide satisfactory assurance 
that risks material to the achievement of the systems objectives outlined in the Scope and 
Objectives section of this report are adequately managed.

Key Findings

Key Issues Strengths and Improvements
 The bad debt write off procedure should be 

reviewed to ensure that VAT is reclaimed 
where applicable.

 VAT returns were found to be accurate and 
submitted prior to the deadline.

 Technical releases are monitored and 
planned for.  

Summary of Recommendations

An analysis of the recommendations categorised by risk and classification (regulatory or added 
value) is shown below: 

High Medium LowDescription
R A R A R A

Procedure Notes 1
Invoices 1
Write Offs 1
VAT Reclaim 3
Accounting for VAT 1
Partial Exemption 1
Total 1 6 1
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APPENDIX 1

Commercial Properties
Assurance Level

Assurance: SATISFACTORY
It is our opinion that controls currently in place within the system provide satisfactory assurance 
that risks material to the achievement of the systems objectives outlined in the Scope and 
Objectives section of this report are adequately managed.

Key Findings

Key Issues Strengths and Improvements
 Re-letting procedures should be reviewed 

to ensure that improvement/reinstatement 
works can be promptly identified and 
undertaken to minimise periods of 
unoccupancy.

 Regular liaison with Recovery staff to 
promptly identify overdue amounts.

Summary of Recommendations

An analysis of the recommendations categorised by risk and classification (regulatory or added 
value) is shown below: 

High Medium LowDescription
R A R A R A

Leases 3
Policies & Procedures 2
Vacant Properties 1
Leek Cattle Market 1
Key Lists 1
Document Retention 1
Risk Registers 1
Risk Assessments 1
Total 1 9 1
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APPENDIX 1

Media & Communications
Assurance Level

Assurance: SATISFACTORY
It is our opinion that controls currently in place within the system provide satisfactory assurance 
that risks material to the achievement of the systems objectives outlined in the Scope and 
Objectives section of this report are adequately managed.

Key Findings

Key Issues Strengths and Improvements
 Periodic meetings should be held with all 

services to document future media & 
communication requirements as identified 
within service plans, project plans, forward 
plans etc, to enable a co-ordinated 
approach across the Alliance.

 All press releases are compiled by the 
Media & Communications Team to ensure 
accuracy and consistency.

 Cost effective methods of distributing 
communications and publications are 
utilised.

Summary of Recommendations

An analysis of the recommendations categorised by risk and classification (regulatory or added 
value) is shown below: 

High Medium LowDescription
R A R A R A

Documented Strategies and Procedures 1 1
Corporate Style Guide 1 1
Accuracy of Published Documents 1
Images 2
External Suppliers 1
Total 1 4 3
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APPENDIX 1

Transparency Code 2015
Assurance Level

Assurance: SATISFACTORY
It is our opinion that controls currently in place within the system provide satisfactory assurance 
that risks material to the achievement of the systems objectives outlined in the Scope and 
Objectives section of this report are adequately managed.

Key Findings

Key Issues Strengths and Improvements
 A responsible officer has been identified for 

all categories of publications required by the 
Local Government Transparency Code; and 
a co-ordinating role has been assigned to a 
member of the Transformation Team.  As a 
consequence substantial improvements 
have been made since the previous audit, 
both in terms of the quality of the 
information published, and compliance with 
frequencies.

Summary of Recommendations

An analysis of the recommendations categorised by risk and classification (regulatory or added 
value) is shown below: 

High Medium LowDescription
R A R A R A

Local Authority Land 1
Publication Format 1
Total 2
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APPENDIX 1

Leisure Contract Management
Assurance Level

Assurance: SATISFACTORY
It is our opinion that controls currently in place within the system provide satisfactory assurance 
that risks material to the achievement of the systems objectives outlined in the Scope and 
Objectives section of this report are adequately managed.

Key Findings

Key Issues Strengths and Improvements
 Inventories should be managed in 

accordance with Schedule 11 (HPBC) and 
Schedule 12 (SMDC) of the contract.

 Copies of insurance policies (Employers 
Liability and Public Liability) should be 
received and checked for adequacy on an 
annual basis in compliance with clause 23 
(HPBC) and 24 (SMDC) of the contracts.

 Regular meetings are held with the 
contractor to discuss any contract related 
matters.

 Procedures are in place to ensure that 
leisure centre charges are agreed prior to 
implementation.

 Management fee payments are calculated 
annually and approved prior to payment.

Summary of Recommendations

An analysis of the recommendations categorised by risk and classification (regulatory or added 
value) is shown below: 

High Medium LowDescription
R A R A R A

Procurement 1
Contract Management 2 2
Customer Complaints 1 2
Total 2 4 2
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APPENDIX 2
STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL INTERNAL AUDIT – 2018/19 PROGRESS INFORMATION AS AT 30th SEPTEMBER 2018

AUDIT TOTAL 
RECOMMENDATIONS

HIGH RISK
RECOMMENDATIONS

MEDIUM RISK
RECOMMENDATIONS

LOW RISK
RECOMMENDATIONS

ASSURANCE OPINION / 
COMMENTS

Regulatory Added 
value

Agreed / (Not 
Agreed)

Due to 
date

Actioned 
to date

Agreed / (Not 
Agreed)

Due to 
date

Actioned 
to date

Agreed / (Not 
Agreed)

Due to 
date

Actioned 
to date

Pest Control & Animal Welfare 8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 7 0 0 Satisfactory
VAT 7 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 7 1 1 Satisfactory
Commercial Properties 10 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 10 1 1 Satisfactory
Media & Communications 5 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 7 0 0 Satisfactory
Leisure Contract Management 6 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 6 0 0 Satisfactory
Transparency Code 2015 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 Satisfactory
Markets Quality Control Stage
Community Safety Audit in Progress
Housing Agency Quality Control Stage
On-line Payment & Misc Income Audit in Progress
Electoral Registration Audit in Progress
Building Control Audit in Progress
Ethical & Corporate Governance Audit in Progress
Enforcement Audit in Progress

TOTAL RECOMMENDATIONS 45 0 6 39
ACTION TAKEN TO DATE 0 0 0 0 2 2

Key:
Risk Class
High Significant control weakness / inefficiency exists with a high likelihood of occurring, potentially 

causing a breach of legislation / legal requirements and/or a substantial loss or damage to Council 
assets, information and reputation.  Considered essential to implement recommendation promptly.

Regulatory To ensure the integrity of internal controls and/or compliance with Regulations / 
Policies and Procedures. 

Medium Control weakness / inefficiency exists with a moderate likelihood of occurring, potentially causing a 
breach of organisational policies and procedures, loss or damage to Council assets, information 
and reputation.  Considered essential to implement recommendation to ensure adequate system 
controls / necessary improvement in service provision.

Added 
Value

Intended as an enhancement to the existing system which may provide a benefit 
to either the user or the customer.

Low Minor control weakness / inefficiency exists with a minimal impact on the Council assets, 
information and reputation.  Considered necessary to implement recommendation to provide 
management with additional assurance regarding the adequacy of system controls / improvement 
in service provision.
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APPENDIX 3
STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL INTERNAL AUDIT – 2017/18 AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS IMPLEMENTATION

AUDIT TOTAL 
RECOMMENDATIONS

HIGH RISK
RECOMMENDATIONS

MEDIUM RISK
RECOMMENDATIONS

LOW RISK
RECOMMENDATIONS

ASSURANCE OPINION / 
COMMENTS

Regulatory Added 
value

Agreed / (Not 
Agreed)

Due to 
date

Actioned 
to date

Agreed / (Not 
Agreed)

Due to 
date

Actioned 
to date

Agreed / (Not 
Agreed)

Due to 
date

Actioned 
to date

Procurement 6 1 0 0 0 3 2 2 4 3 3 Satisfactory
Cemeteries 13 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 12 12 12 Satisfactory
Payroll Expenses 9 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 7 7 7 Satisfactory
Corporate Project Management 8 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 10 Satisfactory
Disabled Facilities Grants Assurance N/A
Land Charges 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3 3 Satisfactory
Conservation Grants 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 Satisfactory
Horticulture 10 1 0 0 0 4 3 3 7 5 5 Satisfactory
Capital Contract Management 6 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 6 4 4 Satisfactory
Safeguarding Children & V A 11 3 0 0 0 3 3 3 11 8 8 Satisfactory
Elections 12 3 0 0 0 3 3 3 12 12 12 Satisfactory
Planning Policy 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 Substantial
Housing Advice 10 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 9 3 3 Satisfactory
Emergency Planning / BCP 15 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 15 12 12 Satisfactory
Development Control Section 106 3 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 0 0 Satisfactory
Data Protection & Info Governance 15 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 11 10 10 Satisfactory
Licensing 18 1 0 0 0 5 4 4 14 0 0 Limited
Freedom of Information 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 Satisfactory
Regeneration 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 Satisfactory
Treasury Management 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Substantial
Sundry Debtors 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 Satisfactory
NNDR 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 Satisfactory
Council Tax 8 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 6 1 1 Satisfactory
Legal Services 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 7 2 2 Satisfactory
Housing Strategy 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 Satisfactory
Creditor Payments 7 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 6 0 0 Satisfactory
General Ledger 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Substantial
Strategic Partnerships 9 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 7 0 0 Satisfactory
Budgetary Control 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 Substantial
Payroll 11 3 0 0 0 4 3 3 10 0 0 Satisfactory
Recovery 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 Satisfactory
Housing Benefits 10 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 8 0 0 Satisfactory

TOTAL RECOMMENDATIONS 258 0 46 212
ACTION TAKEN TO DATE 0 0 30 30 99 99

Key:
Risk Class
High Significant control weakness / inefficiency exists with a high likelihood of occurring, potentially 

causing a breach of legislation / legal requirements and/or a substantial loss or damage to Council 
assets, information and reputation.  Considered essential to implement recommendation promptly.

Regulatory To ensure the integrity of internal controls and/or compliance with Regulations / 
Policies and Procedures. 

Medium Control weakness / inefficiency exists with a moderate likelihood of occurring, potentially causing a 
breach of organisational policies and procedures, loss or damage to Council assets, information 
and reputation.  Considered essential to implement recommendation to ensure adequate system 
controls / necessary improvement in service provision.

Added 
Value

Intended as an enhancement to the existing system which may provide a benefit 
to either the user or the customer.

Low Minor control weakness / inefficiency exists with a minimal impact on the Council assets, 
information and reputation.  Considered necessary to implement recommendation to provide 
management with additional assurance regarding the adequacy of system controls / improvement 
in service provision.
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STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report to Audit & Accounts Committee

26 October 2018

TITLE: Treasury Management Update

PORTFOLIO HOLDER: Councillor Ralphs - Council Leader SMDC

CONTACT OFFICER: Claire Hazeldene – Finance & Procurement 
Manager
Emily Bennetts – Finance Business Partner

WARDS INVOLVED: Non-specific

Appendices Attached – Appendix A – Treasury Management Mid-Year 
Update Report to 30th September 2018

1. Reason for the Report

1.1. The purpose of the report is to allow the robust scrutiny of the Council’s treasury 
management performance in 2018/19 in compliance with the Chartered Institute 
of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) Code of Practice on Treasury 
Management and generally accepted good practice.

2. Recommendation

2.1. That the Committee note the current treasury management position as at 30th 
September 2018.

3. Executive Summary

3.1. The CIPFA Code of Practice on Treasury Management was adopted by the 
Council in February 2010. This Council fully complies with its requirements, one 
of which is to produce at least one mid-year operational report.

3.2. This report comprises the following:

 The latest interest rate forecast;

 Investment income earned to date and projected for 2018/19;

 The current investment portfolio;

 The current and projected borrowing requirements with projected 
borrowing costs for 2018/19; and

 Compliance against prudential and treasury indicators set in the Treasury 
Management Strategy 2018/19.
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3.3. The main headlines include:

 The Bank of England base rate increased to 0.75% on 2nd August 2018.

 The investment income budget of £73,590 is expected to be on target 
based on current levels, following the base rate rise.

 The Ascent debenture and loan income budgets are on target pending the 
outcome of the Ascent Business Plan review.

 The borrowing costs budget to support the existing Ascent loan balance 
and a potential general fund borrowing requirement is currently forecast to 
be to budget with the savings on internal borrowing for part of the Ascent 
Loan offsetting the estimated future borrowing costs on the increased 
general fund borrowing requirement in the revised general fund capital 
programme. 

 The average return on investments was 0.66% during the period 1st July to 
30th September. This compares favourably to short-term industry 
benchmarks.

 The Council’s investment portfolio totalled £7.6 million spread across five 
separate institutions as at 30th September 2018.

 The Council’s current level of debt is £12 million at an average annual 
borrowing rate of 1.36%.

4. How this report links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1. An effective Treasury Management function is critical in safeguarding and 
effectively managing the financial resources at the Council’s disposal. Sufficient 
financial resources are required to deliver and underpin all of the Council’s main 
priorities.

5. Alternative Options

5.1. This report sets out the Treasury Management position for Staffordshire 
Moorlands District Council for 2018/19 to date and the projected outturn. As 
such it is a statement of fact and there are no options.

Andrew P Stokes
Executive Director (Transformation) and Chief Finance Officer

Web Links and
Background Papers

Location Contact details

‘Treasury Management – Governance & 
Scrutiny Arrangements’ (Audit & Accounts 
Committee September 2009)

‘Treasury Management Strategy 
Statement 2018/19’ (Audit & Accounts 
Committee February 2018, Revised at 
Council May 2018)

Finance & 
Procurement 
Moorlands House, 
Leek

Claire Hazeldene
Finance & Procurement Manager
Claire.Hazeldene@staffsmoorlands.gov.uk

Emily Bennetts
Finance Business Partner
emily.bennetts@staffsmoorlands.gov.uk
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Appendix A

Treasury Management Update 
30th September 2018

1. Introduction 

2. Economic Forecast – Interest Rates

3. Investment Income

4. Investment Portfolio

5. Capital Programme Update & Borrowing Position

6. Prudential Indicators
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Treasury Management is defined as “The management of the Authority’s 
investments and cash flows, its banking, money market and capital market 
transactions; the effective control of the risks associated with those 
activities; and the pursuit of optimum performance consistent with those 
risks”.

1.2. The Council has adopted CIPFA’s revised Code of Practice for Treasury 
Management which recommends that Members should be updated on 
treasury management activities at least twice a year.

1.3. The Audit & Accounts Committee has delegated responsibility for 
scrutinising the treasury function.  The Committee’s role includes approval 
of the annual treasury management strategy and scrutiny of operational 
treasury management reports.  Decisions taken by the Audit & Accounts 
Committee are reported to full Council.

1.4. The Treasury Management Strategy Statement (TMSS) for 2018/19 was 
approved by Council on 9th February 2018 and revised on 16th May 2018 to 
incorporate changes to the capital programme.  This report details treasury 
management performance up to the 30th September 2018 and projects 
forward for the remainder of the financial year.

2. Economic Forecast – Interest Rates

2.1. The Council’s treasury advisers, Link Asset Services (‘Link’), provide the 
latest bank rate and PWLB (Public Works Loan Board) forecast: 

% Dec-
18

Mar-
19

Jun-
19

Sep-
19

Dec-
19

Mar-
20

Jun-
20

Sep-
20

Dec-
20

Mar-
21

Bank Rate 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.25 1.25 1.50 1.50
5yr PWLB 

rate 2.00 2.10 2.20 2.20 2.30 2.30 2.40 2.50 2.50 2.60

10r PWLB 
rate 2.50 2.50 2.60 2.70 2.70 2.80 2.90 2.90 3.00 3.10

25yr PWLB 
rate 2.90 3.00 3.10 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.30 3.40 3.50 3.50

50yr PWLB 
rate 2.70 2.80 2.90 2.90 3.00 3.10 3.10 3.20 3.30 3.30

2.2. The Bank of England base rate increased to 0.75% at the Monetary Policy 
Committee (MPC) meeting on 2nd August 2018, an uplift of 0.25% from the 
previous rate of 0.50%. The MPC emphasised again that the future Bank 
Rate increases would be gradual.
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2.3. Some market expectations are for a further increase in February 2019, but 
Link are of the opinion that this is unlikely ahead of the deadline in March 
2019 for Brexit and have therefore not changed their forecast of the next 
increase taking place in September 2019. Indeed the progress and outcome 
of Brexit continues to make forecasting of interest rates extremely difficult 
both in terms of bank rate and PWLB borrowing rates.

3. Investment Income 

3.1. Interest earned on investment deposits up to 30th September 2018 totalled 
£27,920. The Council has budgeted to receive £73,590 in investment 
income in 2018/19. The budget was set with the potential for one rate rise of 
0.25% during 2018/19. As this has now taken place the expectation is that 
the interest income will achieve the budgeted level.

3.2. The average interest rate achieved on the Council’s investments is shown 
in the table below; this compares favourably to the LIBID rates, the 
recognised industry benchmark:

Comparator Average 
Rate Q1

Average 
Rate Q2

SMDC Average 0.57% 0.66%
SMDC long-term fixed (>364 days) 0.85% 0.85%
SMDC short-term fixed (<364 days) - -
SMDC instant access 0.54% 0.64%
Benchmarks
*LIBID 7 day rate 0.36% 0.51%
*LIBID 3 month rate 0.55% 0.66%
*LIBID 6 month rate 0.67% 0.76%
*LIBID 12 month rate 0.84% 0.91%
Base Rate at the end of the period 0.50% 0.75%

                      *LIBID = London Inter Bank Bid Rate

3.3. The table below highlights the level of investment activity and the rates 
obtained in the period from 1st July to 30th September 2018.  Investments 
are made in line with Link’s creditworthiness guidance and the duration 
limits applied to each colour banding.

Institution
Country 

of 
Domicile

Amount Length Rate

No fixed term investments 
made during the period
Reserve Accounts
(instant access accounts and money 
market funds)

UK £2,018,940
(daily average) Various 0.64%
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3.4. The rates achieved by the Council vary by institution, by duration of 
investment and by the timing of when the investment was made. The 
Council’s lending criteria restricts the number of financial institutions that 
are eligible to be on the lending list, and the amount that can be invested 
with eligible counterparties (and counterparty groups) at any one time. 

3.5. The majority of the investment portfolio is held on a short-term basis (<1 
year). The Council continues to utilise same day access business accounts, 
money market funds, fixed term deposits, and certificates of deposits (via 
the use of custodian, King & Shaxson), which offer competitive rates and 
access to banks that would not necessarily deal direct with the Authority for 
the sums invested.

3.6. Money Market Fund reforms in Europe have been ongoing for a number of 
years and the sector is now in the last stages of introducing the new 
regulations. This will mean that non-government Constant Net Asset Value 
(CNAV) funds, such as the funds the Council currently uses, will convert to 
Low Volatility Net Asset Value (LVNAV) pricing. LVNAV funds are not 
permitted to deviate by more than 0.20% – this is a more stringent approach 
than the CNAV funds which have a 0.50% collar. No additional market risk 
or loss of principal is anticipated from these changes, but the treasury team 
continues to monitor under the advice of its advisors, Link. The changes are 
anticipated in January 2019.

Ascent Joint Venture

3.7. The Council has entered into a Joint Venture with Your Housing Limited to 
provide affordable housing across the District.  Each party committed to 
providing a £5million debenture to the Joint Venture Company, Ascent LLP, 
which pays an interest rate of 2.0% on debenture monies drawn. The 
principal funds are ultimately repayable to the Council within 25 years. The 
full £5million had been transferred by the end of 2014/15. Therefore, the 
budgeted £100,000 interest income from this debenture is on target.

3.8. The Council also agreed to provide a loan facility of £20 million, with interest 
payable based on the PWLB rate at the date of each drawdown for the 
specified period plus a 1.25% risk premium. The initial loan is for a period of 
5 years with an option to refinance on maturity.  

3.9. As at 31st March 2016, £14million had been drawn. There have been no 
further drawdowns since. The original loan agreement states that the loan is 
repayable in tranches on the fifth anniversary of the first drawdown of each 
tranche. The first tranche of £7million was refinanced on 11th October 2017 
for a period of 1 year whilst the Ascent LLP business plan was being 
reviewed, this will be rolled again for a shorter period whilst the review is 
finalised.
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3.10. The interest rate chargeable on each drawdown is the PWLB rate for the 
term on the day. The income budget of £446,690 is currently reported to be 
on target until the review determines the outcome of the tranche 1 
refinanced maturity beyond October 2018.

4. Investment Portfolio

4.1. The Council manages its investments in-house and invests with financial 
institutions meeting the Council’s approved lending criteria.  The Council’s 
investment portfolio at 30th September 2018 totalled £7,596,000, as shown 
in the table below:

Financial Institution
Country 

of 
Domicile

Amount Maximum recommended 
lending duration

Interest 
rate at end 
of period

Santander UK UK £3,000,000 RED (6 months) 1.05%
Money Market Funds UK £2,700,000 WHITE (12 months) 0.71%
Lloyds Bank UK £1,000,000 ORANGE (12 months) 0.85%
NatWest Bank UK £696,000 BLUE (12 months) 0.05%
Bank of Scotland UK £200,000 ORANGE (12 months) 0.65%
TOTAL £7,596,000

4.2. The maximum investment term, as recommended by Link, is shown by 
colour banding in the table below:

4.3. Group limits are also applied:

Category
Portfolio 

(% of 
highest 

balance*)

Individual 
Principal 

Limit

Portfolio % 
increased by 

50%

Group 
Principal 

Limit

BLUE 20% £4.0m 30% £6.0m
PURPLE 20% £4.0m 30% £6.0m
ORANGE 18% £3.6m 27% £5.4m

RED 15% £3.0m 23% £4.6m
GREEN 13% £2.6m 20% £4.0m

Money Market Funds 18% £3.6m 23% £4.6m

Colour Banding Maximum Duration 
of Investment

UK 
Banks

International 
Banks

PURPLE Up to 2 years £4.0m £3.0m
ORANGE Up to 12 months £3.6m £2.4m

RED Up to 6 months £3.0m £2.0m
GREEN Up to 100 days £2.6m £1.6m

BLUE (Part & fully nationalised 
financial institutions) Up to 1 year £4.0m n/a

BLUE (NatWest) Up to 1 year £6.0m n/a

Money Market Funds Up to 1 year £3.6m n/a
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4.4. The average annual level of funds available for investment up to 30th 
September 2018 was £8.8million. Investments are generally made up of 
short-term cash and core cash. Short-term cash is dependent on the timing 
of major payments e.g. precept payments, salaries and creditor payments, 
and major receipts e.g. receipt of grants and Council Tax direct debits.  
Core cash is dependent on capital programme commitments.

5. Capital Programme Update and Borrowing Position

Capital Programme Update

5.1. The table below provides current projections for capital expenditure and 
funding:

Revised 
TMSS 

Estimate 
(May 2018)

Current 
Estimate*

Total Capital Expenditure £5,695,000 £5,805,000

Funded by:
    Capital Receipts £21,000 £18,000
    External Funding £1,355,000 £1,352,000
    Reserves £1,374,000 £1,374,000
2018/19 Net Financing Requirement £2,945,000 £3,061,000

Capital Financing Requirement
  Opening CFR £16,350,000 £16,472,000
    PLUS Net Financing Requirement £2,945,000 £3,061,000
    LESS Minimum Revenue Provision (£382,000) (£888,000)**
  Closing CFR £18,913,000 £18,645,000
* Pending quarter 2 outturn and November 2018 MTFP
** Includes termination of Finance Leases

5.2. The Net Financing Requirement on 2018/19 spend is now estimated at 
£3,061,000: the small variance is due to the reprofiling of elements of the 
capital programme.

5.3. The Capital Financing Requirement (CFR) is a prudential indicator set to 
ensure that the Council's capital investment plans are affordable. The CFR 
represents the total outstanding capital expenditure which has not yet been 
paid for from either revenue or capital resources. It is essentially a measure 
of the Council's underlying need to borrow to finance capital expenditure 
and is derived by aggregating specified items for the Council's balance 
sheet. The closing CFR is in line with the Capital Financing Requirement 
set in the Treasury Strategy Statement. On the basis of the latest forecasts, 
the Council's capital investment plans remain affordable.
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Borrowing Position

5.4. In accordance with the Local Government Act 2003, it is a statutory duty of 
the Council to determine and keep under review how much it can afford to 
borrow.  Therefore, the Council establishes ‘affordable borrowing limits’ as 
part of the prudential indicators within the approved Treasury Management 
Strategy Statement.

5.5. The Council’s outstanding borrowing at 30th September 2018 totalled 
£12,000,000 as detailed in the table below:

Lender External 
Borrowing

Average 
Interest Rate Maturity period

Local Authority Loans £12,000,000 1.25% Up to 2 years 

5.6. The ‘operational boundary’ (£26,607,000) and ‘authorised limit’ 
(£25,107,000) indicators govern the maximum level of external borrowing to 
fund the capital programme, plus any short-term liquidity requirements.  The 
current level of borrowing is well within prudential limits.

5.7. The ‘operational boundary’ and ‘authorised limit’ were set to account for:
- the general fund borrowing requirement
- outstanding finance lease payments;
- an allowance for borrowing to cover short-term liquidity; and
- funding the loan to the Joint Venture Company, Ascent.

5.8. There has been no ‘new’ borrowing so far during the year, nor have any loans 
been refinanced. The next maturing loans of £5million occur in October and 
November 2018.

5.9. The total external borrowing remains at £12million, which all relates to 
funding the Ascent loan. £2million of the total £14million Ascent loan balance 
continues to be internally funded at 30th September 2018 as the £2million 
loan which matured at the end of 2016/17 has not yet needed to be 
refinanced. The treasury team will continue to monitor the appropriate time to 
externally borrow based on the profile of spend and opportunities to 
‘internally’ borrow, considering the movement in interest rates and the cost of 
carry of any borrowings taken.

5.10. The £272,760 budget for borrowing costs was based on externally funding 
the full Ascent loan balance of £14million and the potential for £2.2million of 
new loans to be taken mid-year to support the general fund borrowing 
requirement. The revised capital programme now includes an underlying 
borrowing need of £3.1m. The cost of increase in potential borrowing is 
currently forecast to be offset by the reduction in costs due to the continuing 
internal funding of the £2million on the Ascent loan balance, therefore the 
borrowing costs outturn is currently forecast to be on target against the 
budget.
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6. Prudential Indicators

6.1. The Council has operated within the treasury management and prudential 
indicators set in its Treasury Management Strategy Statement 2018/19 and 
complies with the Council’s treasury management practices.
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STAFFORDSHIRE MOORLANDS DISTRICT COUNCIL

Report to the Audit and Accounts Committee

26th October 2018

Appendices attached: 
Appendix A: Strategic Risks (by exception)
Appendix B: Operational Risks (by exception)

1.        Reason for the Report

1.1 The purpose of the report is to allow the robust scrutiny of the Council’s Risk 
Management arrangements in accordance with generally accepted good 
practice.  

2. Recommendations

2.1 That the committee notes the Council’s current risk position and the mitigation 
plans summarised within Appendix A (strategic risks) and Appendix B 
(operational risks). 

3. Executive Summary

3.1 The Council’s Strategic, Operational and Project Risk Registers are reviewed 
by the Audit and Accounts Committee on an exception basis. This report is 
based upon the Council’s position as at June 2018.   

3.2 The latest analysis of the Strategic Risk Register reveals that the Council has 
identified and assessed 12 strategic risks, of which 42% are rated as 'high' 
and therefore above the Council’s risk tolerance threshold. The five ‘high’ 
rated risks are listed in full at Appendix A.   

3.3 The Operational Risk Registers reveal that the Council has identified and 

TITLE: Risk Management Update (overview of 
strategic, operational and project risks)   

EXECUTIVE COUNCILLOR: Cllr Sybil Ralphs – Leader 

CONTACT OFFICER: Information Business Partner

WARDS INVOLVED: Non-specific
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assessed 32 operational risks in total, of which 13% are rated as ‘high’ and 
therefore above the Council’s risk tolerance thresholds. The four risks falling 
within the ‘high’ category are listed in full at Appendix B.

3.4 The project risk registers now cover six projects with the new addition of AES. 
The risk profile is bulleted below:

 0% Critical 
 0% High 
 13% Medium – 3 risks
 87% Low – 20 risks

4. How this report links to Corporate Priorities 

4.1 Risk Management impacts on all service areas and therefore links to each of 
the Council’s Corporate Plan aims.   

5. Alternative Options

5.1 There are no options to consider.

ANDREW P STOKES
Executive Director (Transformation) & Chief Finance Officer

Background Papers Location Contact details

Risk Registers – June 2018 Moorlands House Information Business Partner
Vanessa.higgins@highpeak.gov.uk 
Tel Ext 4057
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6. Detail

6.1 The Council ensures that it undertakes a deliberate and systematic 
identification of the key risks that might prevent, degrade, delay or enhance 
the achievement of its objectives and priorities. The Council's Risk 
Management Strategy sets out the process for undertaking this on an ongoing 
basis. 

6.2 In addition to the identification of risks, managers also have to quantify them in 
terms of likelihood and potential impact. The risks are then recorded in the 
Council's Risk Registers. These have three aspects – strategic, operational 
and project risks. 

6.3 Under the Risk Management Strategy, the Council’s ‘risk tolerance’ threshold 
is set along the border between ‘medium’ and ‘high’ rated residual risks. The 
Strategy stipulates that mitigating actions should be identified for all risks that 
exceed this threshold.

6.4 The Council’s Strategic, Operational and Project Risk Registers are reviewed 
on a quarterly basis and reported into the Corporate Risk Management Group 
and the Audit and Accounts Committee on an exception basis. The 
appendices provide details of all risks that have been rated as ‘high’ or above, 
and therefore beyond the Council’s risk tolerance threshold.  

7. Strategic Risks

7.1 The June 2018 analysis of the Strategic Risk Register reveals that the Council 
has identified and assessed 12 Strategic Risks, of which 42% are rated as 
'high' and therefore above the Council’s risk tolerance threshold. There are 
also two opportunity risks within the register – New Homes Bonus and 
Business Rates Retention -  from which the Council is aiming to maximise the 
financial opportunities they present for the area.

7.2 The Council’s risk profile is displayed below and shows no change from the 
position reported previously.  

Residual Risk Rating Staffs 
Moorlands

Risks

Alliance
Risks

Total
Risks

Critical - - -
High 2 3 5
Medium - 5 5
Low 1 1 2

Total Risks 12
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8.3 The five high rated risks are mapped on the Risk Matrix above. Financial and 
regeneration project type risks still make up the vast majority of risks within the 
Strategic Risk Register.    

Impact
1 2 3 4 5

5

Cornhill London Mill

4

 

3

1. Medium Term 
Financial Plan 

Asset Mngt: 
Investment 

and long term 
planning

2

  
Safeguarding 

duty 

Li
ke

lih
oo

d
1
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7.3 During the autumn the Alliance will be making some changes to its strategic 
risk register following a voluntary desktop review of our approach by risk 
specialists from our Insurers. The review was very positive overall and 
concluded that the Alliance is ‘very mature in its risk management’ but also 
made some helpful recommendations. Details of the changes proposed will be 
reported to members through the February Risk Strategy Review.    

8. Operational Risks 

8.1 The June 2018 analysis of the Operational Risk Registers reveals that the 
Council has identified and assessed 32 Operational Risks in total, of which 
13% are rated as ‘high’ and therefore above the Council’s risk tolerance 
thresholds. Two new risks have been added to the Customer Services 
Operational Risk Register relating to the rollout of Universal Credit within 
Staffs Moorlands and the legislative changes under the new Homelessness 
Reduction Act. 

8.2 The four risks falling within the ‘high’ category are listed in full at Appendix B. 
A full breakdown of the Council’s operational risk profile is given below:

Residual Risk 
Rating

Staffs 
Moorlands 

Risks

Alliance
Risks

Total Risks

Critical - - -
High - 4 4
Medium 2 8 10
Low - 18 18

Total Risks 32
   

8.3 The greatest number of operational risks sits within the Operational Services 
area, which encompasses waste and recycling; street scene, leisure, 
horticulture and the DLO. 
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8.4 An analysis of the alignment of risk to our corporate objectives shows that 
most operational risks relate to the use of resources in order to achieve value 
for money.  

9. Project Risks

9.1 Project risks are assessed at the Business Case stage of the project 
management methodology in order to inform decision-making. The alliance is 
still in the early days of our revised project management approach and to date 
has risk assessments for the following projects:

 Digital Portal
 Derbyshire Fraud Initiative
 Committee Management System
 Hybrid Mail
 Subject Access Requests
 AES Phased Implementation

9.2 There are currently no ‘high’ rated risks across the above projects. The risk 
profile across all projects is bulleted below:

 0% Critical 
 0% High 
 13% Medium – 3 risks
 87% Low – 20 risks
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Appendix A: Above tolerance Strategic Risks
AMT 
Owner 

Ref Risk Description 
(vulnerability)

Current Controls Impact Likelihood Further Mitigation Plans Date

Andrew 
Stokes

SR2 Delivery of MTFP 
through the 
Efficiency and 
Rationalisation 
Strategy

Effective programme and project 
management methodology for 
the transformation programme. 
Performance Management 
Framework monitors the 
achievement of Council Aims. 
Feb 2018 iteration indicates a 
slightly improved position. 
2017/18 efficiency targets met. 

4 3 1. Monthly Transformation Board 
meetings to oversee key projects 
linked to the efficiency and 
rationalisation strategy e.g. housing 
delivery programmes to facilitate 
growth and the various income 
generation projects. 2. Accelerated 
procurement projects including 
environmental services, leisure 
centres and facilities management.

1. Ongoing 2. As 
per project 
milestones 

Dai 
Larner

SR4 Viability of the 
Cornhill 
development 
project (East) – 
Risk has 
crystallised

1. Highways design and costing 
exercise (July 2014). 2. 
Masterplan and development 
appraisal for Cornhill 
East/Phase 1 of road scheme 
commissioned in 2015. 3. ESIF 
funding bid made in 2015 for 
employment development and 
access road on Cornhill East 
(unsuccessful) but to be 
resubmitted.  Cabinet reports on 
resource implications and 
approval for submitting 
application for outline planning 
approval submitted. 

2 5 Work with partners and adjacent 
landowners to bring the project 
forward.

Ongoing

Dai 
Larner

SR6 London Mill 
Development 
(Funding) – Risk 
has crystallised 

1. Achieve some control over 
site by entering into option 
arrangement. 2. explore funding 
opportunities from all available 
sources

3 5 1. Discussions are ongoing with the 
owner regarding revised option 
arrangement for the site. 2. A Leek 
Mill Quarter masterplan is being 
considered in partnership with SCC 
and PENDA (Kier) to explore 
redevelopment opportunity of the 

Ongoing
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AMT 
Owner 

Ref Risk Description 
(vulnerability)

Current Controls Impact Likelihood Further Mitigation Plans Date

wider area including London Mill to 
improve development potential and 
therefore viability. 3. Conversations 
with HLF are ongoing regarding a 
Stage I bid. 4. Property is believed 
to have been purchased by a 
developer, which could reduce the 
risk to the project but funding is still 
unsecured and viability remains an 
issue. 

Mark 
Trillo

SR10 Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable adults – 
fulfilling our legal 
duty

1. Revised Joint Policy in place 
for Safeguarding Children and 
Vulnerable Adults. 2. Council is 
a member of the District 
Safeguarding Network (Staffs).3 
All staff have been briefed on 
the safeguarding policy and 
identified staff have received 
level 1 training in safeguarding 
children. 4. Training on adult 
safeguarding has been provided 
to key staff members.

5 2 There is an ongoing rolling 
programme of actions in place and 
District Network meetings are 
attended on a regular basis. 
Refresher training for staff 
commenced in May 2018.

Ongoing

Andrew 
Stokes

SR15 Investment into 
council assets and 
long term planning

The completion of a full building 
condition survey of all public 
buildings. High level report 
issued to Corporate Select in 
July 16. Working Group being 
established to assist with the 
formulation of a new strategic 
asset management plan. 

5 3 Complete essential H&S and 
structural works to properties whilst 
the strategic review is ongoing. A 
12 month process to undertake the 
analysis and decisions required for 
the implementation of a new 
strategy. The health and safety 
works are on-going and the asset 
management plan is currently being 
finalised.

October 2018
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Appendix B: Above Tolerance Operational Risks
Service Ref Risk Description 

(vulnerability)
Current Controls Impact Likelihood Further Mitigation Plans Date

Democratic 
and 
Community

DC1 Breach of equality 
regulations

1. Equality impact 
assessments undertaken                           
2.Equalities policy in place                                              
3. Equality impact has been 
written into the new project 
methodology currently being 
introduced.

4 3 1. Monitor the use of EIA 
forms completed via the 
Modern Gov system to check 
for compliance. 2. Staff 
training programme planned 
and delivered. 3. Revised 
Equality Action Plan agreed.

Sept 2018                                                                                                                         

Finance and 
Procurement

FP1 Risk to income 
stream/budgetary 
overspend

1. Budget monitoring                                                            
2. Efficiency programme                    
3. Consider latest intelligence 
for budget reviews                        
4.Contingency reserve in place 

4 3 1. Ensure there is a provision 
in the General Fund                             
2. Monitor budget position 
and target specific areas                              
3. Resourcing of efficiency 
and transformation process

Ongoing continual 
process

FP2 Pension Liability risk 
to budget

1. Monitoring of pension 
liability                   2. Careful 
consideration of pension cost 
implications when awarding 
contracts (externalisation of 
services)                                                     
3. Base budgets on latest 
intelligence                            4. 
Manage pressure through the 
Financial Planning process.                         
5. Close liaison with pensions 
authority                                                                
6. Careful workforce planning 

4 3 1. Flag up potential long term 
risks and manage carefully 
as part of the medium term 
financial planning process.                                                            
2.The LGPS triennial 
valuation outcomes have 
been incorporated into the 
updated MTFP in Feb 2017.  
The next review will take 
place in 3 years.

1. Ongoing                                                                                                                                                                                      
2. Ongoing

FP3 Treasury 
Management 
failure(General)

1. Professional training of staff                           
2. Professional advice and 
support              3. Careful 
control of lending list including 
investment limits on institutions  
through formally adopted 

5 2 1. Carry out regular credit 
checks and react to latest 
developments in treasury 
management risk

Ongoing continual 
process
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Service Ref Risk Description 
(vulnerability)

Current Controls Impact Likelihood Further Mitigation Plans Date

Treasury Management 
strategy.                4. Full 
compliance with the Chartered 
Institute of Public Finance and 
Accountancy's (CIPFA) Code 
of Practice on Treasury 
Management
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AUDIT & ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE WORK PROGRAMME 2019
 

Item Feb
 2019

May
 2019

July
 2019

Oct
 2019 Details 

INTERNAL AUDIT

Internal Audit Progress Report    
Reports on progress against the audit plan inc. key 
performance information.

Annual Audit Plan  To consider and approve the Annual Audit Pan.

Internal Audit Annual Report 
To consider Internal Audit’s annual report and opinion 
on the overall adequacy and effectiveness of the 
Council’s internal control environment.

Annual Review of Effectiveness of IA 
To consider an annual review of the effectiveness of 
the Council’s system of internal audit.

Internal Audit Charter
To consider updates to the formal document that 
defines Internal Audit’s purpose, authority and 
responsibility. (as required)

EXTERNAL AUDIT

Audit Committee Update   

A summary of emerging national issues and 
developments that the Committee may wish to 
consider. Also provides a summary of progress on the 
audit – where not covered by other items on the 
agenda.

Audit Fee Letter  Letter setting out annual audit fee .

Audit  Plan 
Report specifying the detailed risks that external audit 
consider as part of their work, the audit approach and 
the result of any interim work

Audit Findings Report 
To consider the external auditor’s report to those 
charged with governance on issues arising from the 
audit of the accounts and the VFM conclusion.

Annual Audit Letter 
To consider the external auditor’s annual report on 
their overall assessment of the Council.

Certification of Claims & Returns Annual 
Report 

Report summarising the findings from work to certify 
grant claims made to the government..

Informing the Audit Risk Assessment 
To consider the risk assessment and understanding of 
management processes.
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Item Feb
 2019

May
 2019

July
 2019

Oct
 2019 Details 

FINANCE

Statement of Accounts 
To review and approve the Council’s annual 
Statement of Accounts.

Treasury Management Update   
Oversight and scrutiny of the Council’s Treasury 
Management position to date and the projected 
outturn.

Annual Treasury Management Report 

To recommend to Council for approval the annual 
Treasury Management Report summarising 
performance and compliance with the Strategy and 
Prudential Indicators.

Treasury Management Strategy 
Oversight and scrutiny of the Council’s Treasury 
Management Strategy.

CORPORATE

Annual Governance Statement (AGS) 
To review and approve the Annual Governance 
Statement and the underlying assurance evaluation 
process and supporting evidence.

AGS Progress Against Action Plan 
Report on progress made against the actions raised 
as part of the previous years Annual Governance 
Statement process.

Risk Management Update  
Report on developments in the Council’s risk 
management arrangements.

Risk Management Strategy 
Update of the Risk Management Strategy (biennial 
February)

Counter Fraud & Corruption Strategy To consider updates to the Council’s Counter Fraud 
& Corruption Strategy. (as required)

Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act Policy 
& Procedures

To consider updates to the Council’s Regulation of 
Investigatory Powers Act Policy & Procedures. (as 
required)

Whistleblowing Policy To consider updates to the Council’s Whistleblowing 
Policy. (as required)

AUDIT & ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE

Agree Programme of Work     To agree future work programme of A&A Committee.

Review of Effectiveness of A&A Committee 
inc. Terms of Reference 

To consider the annual review of the effectiveness of 
the Audit & Accounts Committee and the A&A 
Committee’s Terms of Reference.
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